external index of business conditions or the composite market performance of the entire group of stocks composing the market.
(2) In either type of regression, changes in the slope coefficient will, in general, involve both an "income effect" and a "risk effect" which tend to affect stock values in opposite directions; in theory, one effect will necessarily dominate the other only if one introduces further restrictive assumptions in advance. The simplest and most plausible assumption under which slopes and values will necessarily be related inversely is that expected returns are independent of the slope (while risks increase with slope).
(3) Stocks whose returns are independent of general business conditions (or the general level of the stock market) must sell at a price low enough to make their expected rate of return greater than the pure rate of interest, whenever (as always) there is any uncertainty of regarding what their return will be. The same conclusion applies to the price and weighted average expected rate of return of all stocks which are positively (but less than perfectly) correlated with the general market. (4) Apart from negatively correlated stocks, all the gains from diversification come from "averaging over" the independent components of the returns and risks of individual stocks. Among positively correlated stocks, there would be no gains from diversification if independent variations were absent.
(5) No possible degree or manner of diversification will be sufficient to eliminate all the risks of holding common stocks which exist apart from the risks due to swings in economic activity (or the general stock market). This is true because, in reality, there will always be at least some residual or independent uncertainty regarding what the actual return (or end-of-period price) of every "risky" security will be even if the general level of business and the stock market is in a given state. In most cases this uncertainty will be relatively substantial. The best possible diversification merely minimizes the risks due to this residual uncertainty for any given level of return. Even if general business conditions and stock market level were perfectly predictable (so that there were no risks on either score), there would still be risks in holding any diversified portfolio of common stocks.
(6) The object of diversification is to produce the best portfolio-the one with the most favorable combination of risk and expected return-and, even for investors who are "risk-averters," this "best portfolio" will never be the one (in Markowitz' "efficient set") with the lowest attainable risk.
(7) Common stocks will, of course, nevertheless be held because the general level of all stock prices will always be low enough to make the expected rates of return high enough to be attractive, in spite of these optimal remaining independent risks and the risks of general business conditions (and general stock market fluctuations), and in spite of the availability of investments offering riskless positive returns.
Section VI provides some useful empirical benchmarks on the extent of the "residual uncertainties" involved in leading individual stocks and (professionally) diversified portfolios. Regressions of the annual rates of return on 301 large industrial companies were regressed on the corresponding returns of the S & P 425 Industrials Index; the average residual variance was over 8%o (more than twice the average riskfree return over the period) and the regression "explained" less than half the total variance in the returns of 188 of the 301 stocks. The power and limitations of diversification to reduce risks and improve investment performance are indicated by regressions of 70 large mutual funds on the Index: 80% of the funds had a higher ratio of mean return to risk than did the index, but over 85% nevertheless had conditional standard errors of estimate (residual risk) greater than the riskfree return (taken to be 4%).
II. INVESTMENT CHOICE OF AN INDIVIDUAL INVESTOR
This section considers the investment choices of an individual investor in a simple sequence of situations. In choosing between any two different possible investment positions, we assume that this investor will prefer the one which gives him the largest expected return if the risks involved in the two investment positions are the same; and we also assume that if expected returns are the same, he will choose the investment position which involves less "risk" as measured by the standard deviation of the return on his total investment holdings. In other words, our investor is a "risk-averter," like most investors in common stocks.6 As Tobin has shown,7 these two assumptions imply that the investor's "indifference curves" are concave upward when expected return is plotted on the vertical axis and standard deviation of the horizontal axis: as the risk of his investment position increases, even larger increments of expected return are required to make our investor feel "as well off." These difference curves are illustrated by the sets of dashed curves in Figure I . For simplicity, we will also assume that our investor's probability judgments (over the uncertain outcomes of holdings risk assets) can be represented by the "normal" distribution of statistical theory. He can invest any part of his capital in any one (or, later, any combination of) common stock(s), all of which are traded in a single purely competitive market at given prices which do not depend on his own transactions ("he is a little fish in the big puddle"). For simplicity, we will also ignore transaction costs and taxes, and assume that all transactions are made at discrete points in time. The return on any stock is, of course, the sum of the cash dividend received plus the change in its market price during the holding period. Case I. The Choice Between Holding Cash and a Single Common Stock. Suppose our investor, for some reason, is considering only the simple question: what fraction w of his capital $A to invest in some single common stock, the remainder $ (1 -w)A to be held in cash which is riskless but offers no return. For definiteness, let r be the rate of return expected on this stock and the standard deviation of this return be ,r.
It is clear that the expected dollar return on the investor's assets, with $wA. invested in the stock is kAo =wAO; 
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The Journal of Finance Finally, if we substitute for w from (2a) in (lb), we have y = (r/Ur) Uy-(3 ) Equation (3) tells us that the market (here confined to cash and one stock only) offers the investor opportunities to vary his over-all rate of return y (or investment income = y Ao) and over-all risk ay (or ay0A) as he may wish along the solid "market opportunity line" in Figure I . (Both his expected return and his risk are increased as he increases his proportionate investment w in risk assets, as shown by (lb) and (2a). The "terms of trade" offered him in this (limited) market between his over-all expected return and risk is given by the slope coefficient (r/Ur), which is the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation on the one -available risk asset. This reciprocal of the coefficient of variation of the rate of return on the stock is thus the "market price of risk" in this simple situation.
In choosing where on the market opportunity line he prefers to be, the investor will increase his risk investment w (and reduce cash) as long as his indifference curves are flatter than (and hence cut through) the market opportunity line-in other words, as long as his personal "preference-rate" of substitution requires less incremental expected return per unit of added overall risk than the market offers. He stops increasing w when this (favorable) inequality no longer holds (i.e., at the usual "tangency point"), or when all his assets are invested in stocks (if the inequality is still favorable at that extreme point). Case 11. The Decision on How Much to Hold in Savings Deposits with Riskless Positive Returns or to Borrow (at the Same Rate) and Invest in a Single Common Stock. Suppose as in Case I, the investor only considers one common stock but can hold the rest of his funds in a savings deposit paying a positive return of 100 r*%o with (subjective) certainty. Suppose that he also can borrow as much as he wishes at the same interest rate r*. If he sets w < 1, he will be holding some of his capital in savings deposits and receive interest amounting to $( 1-w) r*Ao; while a value of w > 1 indicates borrowing to buy stock on margin and paying interest of $(w -1) r*Ao. Instead of equation (1) when we let x represent the "excess return"
x-r -r*.
(3b')
The introduction of savings deposits raises the intercept of the "market opportunity line" to r* (from zero), and it reduces its slope to (r -r*)/a (from r/o-r). (See Figure I. ) Note also that the "market price of risk" is still the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation, but now it is this ratio based on the available excess return (over the riskless rate r*). The allowance of borrowing simply enables the investor to lever his portfolio if he wishes so that his optimal w may be > 1; graphically, as in Figure I , the introduction of borrowing in this way means that the "market opportunity line" extends indefinitely in the northwest direction.8 With this additional freedom, the optimal decisions are found exactly as in Case I, except that the investor thinks in terms of "excess return" x rather than the gross return r. Note: r*B is the effective market opportunity line since it has a greater slope than a line between r* and any other stock, fund or portfolio mix.
8. The assumption of unlimited borrowing at a fixed interest rate is a mathematical convenience. Most investors will be sufficiently risk averse that their equilibrium position will involve holding both riskless assets and stocks without borrowing. Others will be more venturesome but not borrow beyond the amounts available without rationing (or an increase in rate). For all these investors, our convenient assumption has no bearing on the results of the analysis. The modifications required for the (presumably limited number of very venturesome investors who in fact lever their portfolios heavily, are developed in Lintner, op. cit., pp. 33-34 and the appendix of that article. stock to put his "risk money" in, and (b) how muck to invest in it (holding the remainder of his assets in savings deposits, or financing some of his holdings with debt. These decisions in this new situation can be followed in Figure II .
It is clear from the previous discussion that these decisions can (optimally) be made in sequence (and do not need to be made simultaneously). Moreover, the choice of "which stock" should precede his choice of "how much," and the best stock to invest in is clearly the one with the highest 0 ratio which measures expected excess return per unit risk. This is true because the different stocks present the investor with different "market opportunity lines" (equation 3') fanning out from the intercept r* with different slopes equal to their respective 0 ratios. For any possible scale of investment w in risky assets, the investor will clearly be better off if he puts his "risk money" in the stock with the highest ratio. In this way, he gets maximum return y on his total capital (i.e. total stock plus savings deposits less debt) in relation to his over-all risk ay, regardless of the scale of his investment w-and being a "risk averted," this is precisely what he wants (because this is equivalent to getting the same over-all return with less over-all risk). Then, after having found the "best stock," he ignores all others (in this mutually exclusive case), and using its market opportunity line, he proceeds to decide how much to invest in it (and how much to keep in savings deposits, or how much to borrow) just as in Case IL. Case IV. The Choice of One Mutual Fund Among Many to Hold Along with Savings Deposits (or Debt). Suppose now that for some reason the investor cannot (or will not) hold individual stocks, but knows of several mutual funds. He desires to invest in only one fund and hold the rest of his assets in riskless form. His best pair of decision "which" and "how much" are found sequentially exactly as in Case III. He first ranks the 0 ratios of the different funds, picks the one with the largest ratio, and, ignoring the rest finally decides the best fraction w of his assets to "put at risk" exactly as before. Case V. Choice of Possible Portfolios of Stocks. This last hypothetical case provides all the essentials of the present situation with which we are fundamentally concerned. For mutual funds are simply managed portfolios of securities. Apart from "loads," management fees and operating expenses, the expected return r, standard deviation ar, and hence the 0 ratio of each fund, are simply appropriately weighted averages of the returns and risks of the component securities in its portfolio. The mutually exclusive choices of mutual funds in case IV were thus really choices among portfolios of assets; and if the investor considers the desirability of different mixtures or portfolios of securities to hold in his own name, his choice is necessarily a mutually exclusive one.
In deciding which portfolio of stock to hold, the investor will thus use his judgments (probability distributions) regarding the prospects of each candidate stock (and their covariances or correlations of outcomes), and then in effect examine the r, or and 0 ratios which are implied by various possible portfolio mixtures of the stocks. The best portfolio for him will be the one with the highest 0 ratio. He will distribute any funds he invests in stocks according to the weights used in finding the portfolio with the largest 6; and after these proportionate weights are found, he can then decide "how much" he wants to invest in this best portfolio mix (and how much to put in savings deposits, or borrow) on utility grounds.
At this point we need a little algebra.9 Suppose that the investor has formed judgments about the expected return, ri, and the standard deviation of return a, on each i'th stock in a group of m issues he is considering, together with the covariance of returns oij between each pair of stocks i and j. Let hi be the ratio (at market value) of his investment in the i'th stock to his total investment in all stocks.'0 Then for any set of values hi, he will have an expected return on his stock portfolio of r -q hi ri,
and an expected excess return of xR = r -r* = Ii hi(ri -r*) Ii hi xi.
The standard deviation of the portfolio's full rate of return and of its excess return will be the same, and equal to Since it is apparent that the size of 0 will not be changed by any proportionate change in the weighting factors hi, we can proceed to find some set of numbers for the weights which will give the unconstrained maximum of 0. We can then divide these initial solution values through by their sum in order to find a set of fractional holdings hi* which not only maximize 0 but also satisfy the constraint of summing to unity:
Now from the calculus we see that the change in 0 when the investment in a particular ith stock is increased (holding the investment in all other stocks constant) is given by 9. In order to keep the present exposition straightforward and as simple as possible, certain more difficult technical problems are glossed over in the text here. Those interested will find them covered rigorously in Section II of my earlier paper, op. cit. It is there shown that under the conditions assumed, equations (11) are rigorously correct with respect to all stocks which will be included in the portfolio whether or not short selling is permitted. (When short selling is not permitted, finding which stocks will be in the best portfolio requires (a single) solution of a programming problem; when short selling is admitted, simultaneous equations rather than programming methods are adequate, but absolute values are required in the algebra.) 10. Note that the base for the fraction hi is the gross investment in the stock portfolio itself, not the investor's capital (which will be larger by the amount of his savings account balance-or smaller by the amount of his borrowing. Incidentally, it will be immediately noted that 2:s-Zi-X >:s hi = X (13) because of (8), so that as stated earlier, the optimal Zi'S which satisfy the set of equations in (11) can be scaled to optimal fractions hi' of the best stock portfolio by simply dividing each zio by their sum.'1
The analysis so far establishes a conclusion of crucial importance. We saw earlier that the ratio x/ax of the expected excess return on the best portfolio to its standard deviation was the price or wage of risk-bearing which would determine how much of his assets an investor would invest in a stock portfolio. But we also saw that the prior question was what was the best portfolio, and that this involved finding the portfolio (or mixture) of stocks which (on the basis of the investor's own judgments of their prospects and risks) would maximize 0. A glance at the equations in ( 11 ) now shows that it is the variances and (weighted) covariances of the returns on any individual stock which, given its expected excess return xi, will determine the size of its hi*-i.e., the fraction of the whole portfolio which will be invested in the stock.'2 Other things the same, more will be put in a given security within a portfolio the higher its expected excess return, and less will be put in the larger its marginal contribution to the risks of the whole portfolio.'3 Within portfolios a stock's riski-11. Also, noting equation (10), it is apparent that the sum of the zi's found in the solution of (11) as a byproduct yield the value of the ratio X between the expected excess return i on the optimal portfolio to a,2 the variance of the return on this best portfolio. I, of course, here assume that his wealth, his aversion to risk, and so on, are all given. 13. It will be noted that, if an investor does not already have any funds invested in a given ness thus varies with variances and covariances; within a portfolio its riskiness is not properly measured either directly or simply by the standard deviation of its return. Similarly, the expected excess rate of return which the investor requires per unit of risk for holding individual stock within portfolios is given by the factor X, which is the ratio of the portfolio x to the variance of the return on the portfolio aX2. If the product of this return requirement X with the total risk attributable to holding a given stock within a portfolio-i.e., with the weighted sum of its variances and its covariances on the left side of equation (11)-is not > its xi, the stock will not be held (or will be sold short). 14 This return requirement to hold stocks within the portfolio is the same for all the stocks within the portfolio, but it is essentially different from the price or return per unit of portfolio risk (the 0 above) which controls the size of his investment in this best portfolio mix. Earlier failures to distinguish between these two different requirements-used, it will be noted, in different wayshas led to much confusion.
I first stated this result in "The
With this background we can proceed directly to determine the equilibrium market prices of stocks. With this latter simplification, the explicit equilibrium values of each security in the market follow very directly from our preceding analysis. For the assumption of identical probability distributions means that the same percentage holdings of each stock will be optimal for each investor,15 and constock, he should add some of it to his portfolio if its expected return is greater than the riskless rate plus the weighted sum of its covariances with the stocks already in his portfolio. But while this "buy some or none" criterion does not involve the variances of the stock's own return, the amount of his funds he should invest in the stock will clearly depend essentially on its own variance as well as its expected return and covariances with other stocks. 
III. EQUILIBRIUM PRICES FOR
The aggregate market value of any ith stock is thus equal to the certainty since every stock will have some unique features which affect its random outcomes. But suppose that, say, two stocks (in a group of 100) were perfectly correlated. This would mean that if one knew the outcome of either he would then know the outcome of the other exactly. The optimal investment in either one is indeterminate, but the optimal investment in the two together is perfectly determine. The easy and fully rigorous way to handle such situations, if they arise, is to include any one stock from each perfectly correlated subset (and leave all others) in each subset out of the calculations); the investment allocated to this one "representative" stock can then be redistributed arbitrarily over all the stocks in its subset without affecting the 0 value of the portfolio, and without affecting the optimal investment in any other stock which is not in the perfectly correlated subgroup. 16. In full detail, the substitution of equations (14) equivalent (Hi -WI) of its value at the end of the period, discounted at the risk-free interest rate. This certainty equivalent, in turn, is equal to its end-of-period expected value Hi less an adjustment WI to allow for the market effect of its total risks. These risks, as shown by the bracket in (16a), are given by the sum of the variance of its end-of-period value and the total of its corresponding covariances with all other stocks; and the adjustment term WI is the product of these total risks with the "market price of dollar risk." This market price of dollar risk, in turn, is the same for all companies in the market in equilibrium because it appears as a common term in the equation (15) (1 + r*)Poi P~i y[Ni(var)i + YjOiNcov)1j].
The "market price of dollar risk," y, is the same on a per share basis as it was in the equation for the valuation of all the company's outstanding stock. But it should be especially noted that in the equation for price per share, the variances and covariances of the uncertain end-of-period prices per share are weighted by the number of shares outstanding. This weighting of per share variances and covariances is required precisely because the variance and covariance of aggregate valuations of a company's stock are independent of stock splits.20 3. Share Prices When Investor's Judgments Differ. To this point, we have assumed for simplicity that all investors assign the same probability distribution to the end-of-period values of each stock (though these common investor judgments were different for different stock). It can readily be shown, however, that all the conclusions reached, both for aggregate valuations of a company's total equity and for prices per share, still hold with no change other than the substitutions of weighted averages for expected end-of-period values, and for the variances and covariances. Since equation (17) 
which reduces23 to
(1 +r*)Poi=1K Each investor will (in general) assign a different numerical value to each variable with a subscript (i.e., he thinks different stocks will behave differently). For simplicity27 (and like Sharpe28), we will again assume that all investors in the market use the same set of numerical values for each stock (i.e., probability judgments are the same among investors). The effects of changes in the intercepts at, slopes bi, and correlations pi, with the general index upon the value of the i'th stock in the market will then be fully reflected in the associated change in its hi value (since the aggregate market value Vol is equal to the fraction hi of the total value T of all stocks in the market).
We 
Three general conclusions regarding the effects of shifts in the parameters pertaining to any stock are immediately apparent. (1) Other things equal, the equilibrium market value of a given stock will vary directly with its intercept value ai-since this increases the expected return with no change in risk. (2) The value of a given stock will always vary inversely with its residual variance cui2-_the square of its "standard error of estimate" around the regression line-since this changes the total variance of the stock 6i2 without changing its expected return. Consequently, (3) the value of any stock will be higher (or 26. See Markowitz, op. cit., p. 100. 27. We showed above that allowance for diversity of judgments among investors merely involves substituting weighted averages for simple averages, and there is no point in complicating the notation in the rest of the paper.
28. Sharpe, "Capital Asset Prices . . ." op. cit. 29. In the three stock case, for instance, we have X h1i u12 + b1 kaI2(h1 b1 + h2 b2 + h3 b3) = a1 + b1 X h2 au22 + b2 kaI2(h1 b1 + h2 b2 + h3 b3) = a2 + b2I X h3 au32 + b3 kaI2(h1 b1 + h2 b2 + h3 b3) = a3 + b3i lower) the greater (smaller) its correlation with the general index, other things equal-which follows from the second rule because the (squared) correlation of the i'th stock with the index is pi2 -bi2 ai2/(bi2 aI2 + yU12). The effects on stock prices of a change in the regression slopes are, however, somewhat more complex. Even though it is true that an increase (decrease) in a stock's regression slope b1 will necessarily increase (decrease) its expected yield in equilibrium,30 it turns out that an increase in its regression slope may result in either an increase or a decrease in the market price of its stock in equilibrium. Stock prices will, of course, vary inversely with changes in regression slopes if investors change their estimate of the slope b1 without changing their estimate of the expected return xi on the stock at existing prices-i.e., if the direct effect of an increase (say) in a slope bi is to pivot the regression line in Figure III 31. The essential rationale of the result follows from the fact that larger regression slopes involve greater responsiveness to fluctuations in the general index. For any degree of uncertainty about future movements in the general index, and with some fixed level of residual or "independent" risks, larger regression slopes imply greater risks in holding a company's stock. In markets of risk-averse investors, whenever risks are thought to be greater and expected rates of return at current prices are not sufficiently larger, sales and switches will depress prices to bring about the higher returns required. equal" change in the slope b1 to refer to a pivot around the intercept a,-i.e., a shift from AA' to CC' in Figure III . In this case, both the expected excess return xi = ai -r* + bNI and the burden of the composite variance [b, X612 (1, hi bi) ] are increased (or both are decreased) and both effects will also be present whenever the slope is changed around any other point as a pivot. The effect of the increase in variance (the pure "risk effect") is the same as in the previous case: other things equal, it leads to sales which reduce prices. But this more general case also involves an "income effect" :32 the increase in expected return xi at existing prices, other things equal, leads to purchases which increase prices.3
In general, therefore, a change in regression slopes bi involves both an "income effect" and a "risk effect" on stock prices. The two effects influence prices in opposite ways, and the net effect of an increase in regression slopes on the market prices of individual stocks can be either positive or negative. Whether the "income effect" or the "risk effect" is dominant in any particular case, depends upon the surrounding circumstances35-the particular facts of life (i.e. the full set of parameter values) relevant to the particular case. Any fixed rule regarding the relation of regression slopes b1 to the market value of individual stocks will necessarily hold only in special cases.
Results When Regressions Are on the Stock Market Itself. To this point,

32
. The "income effect" depends on the assumption that investors judge the prospects of each company or the prospective returns on its stock at least partially in terms of their expectations for general business or "the market." ("Rising tides raise all ships," and conversely.) If, then, investors expect the general index to be rising, they will expect larger capital gains (from existing prices) on those stocks with larger regression slopes, and this raises the expected excess return :i at prevailing prices.
33. The "income effect" raises the expected future dollar returns HI/N1 and hence the expected excess rate of return xi at previous equilibrium prices, and this initial effect necessarily raises prices. But the induced increase in price must be proportionately smaller than the change in H1/N1 implied by the initial change in :i, since the income effect raises prices only to the extent that (risk being equal) expected rates of return are higher at then-prevailing prices. The "income" effect thus raises equilibrium yields (as well as prices). The "risk effect" obviously also increases equilibrium yields (because on given returns it reduces prices). Thus risk effects and income effects both act to increase equilibrium yields, even though they work in opposite ways on prices.
34. The fact that the "income effect" (induced by changes in estimate of the slope b1 on an external index I) may be more important in some situations, and the "risk effect" more important in others can be simply shown by considering two illustrative cases. If, for instance, the general index were perfectly predictable (so that a, 2 = Q), the price index of the stock hi would necessarily vary directly with the slope bi, and not in the opposite direction (since the income effect is positive, and there is no change in the total risk of the stock). But suppose, on the other hand, that at some time in investors' minds, the expected value of I is small, but still highly uncertain so that o12 is relatively substantial. In this event, the stock's price will vary inversely (and its equilibrium yield will vary directly) with changes in its regression slope bi.
35. In general, an increase in the slope b1 is more likely to reduce stock values when bi is large than when it is small-and also when I/a1I2 is small than when it is large. But while precise mathematical statements of the necessary (or sufficient) conditions for market values to vary directly (or inversely) with the slope coefficient when the regression line is pivoted around a, (or any other point) can be formulated, they are so complex as not to be very helpful, and we omit them here. In each situation, the result turns essentially on both income and risk effects, and usually can more readily be computed directly than by applying a complex indirect formula.
we have treated the index I as being external to the particular portfolio of stocks-some measure of the over-all level of economic activity such as the FRB index of industrial production, for instance. It is obvious that the conclusions of the preceding paragraphs can also be properly interpreted to show the proportions of his risk assets which any investor will hold in each of a limited number of stocks, when he estimates the prospective performance of each stock by regressions on some index (such as Standard and Poor's) for the entire stock market. If the investor is, for instance, using the regressions of each of (say) 100 stocks on the S & P index in order to simplify the selection of the best portfolio from these 100 stocks, the S & P index would play the role of an "external" index, as discussed in previous paragraphs.
Sharpe, however, made the ingenious suggestion that we examine the competitive equilibrium values of individual stock prices by assuming that investors form their probability judgments of the prospective performance of each stock by means of regression of its (random) 
Once again, we have a set of simultaneous equations (one for each i'th stock), whose solution for the value of hi (say, h10) which are consistent with the given parameters a,, r*, and (Yu2, will index the aggregate market values Vo0? of each stock when there is equilibrium in the market. The most important thing to note is that the equilibrium conditions of the market given above in section III are unaffected by these substitutions both when investors' probability judgments are "homogeneous" and when they differ.36 It is also immediately apparent that, other things equal, the value of i'th stock will still vary (1) directly with its intercept at, (2) inversely with the residual "unexplained" variance aui2, and consequently (3) directly with the correlation of its rate of return with that of "the market." The reasons are identical to those given in the preceding case. Substitution of the combined market performance of all the stocks being considered for some external index thus changes the degree of the response to these parameters, but not the direction of the response.87 The response of prices to changes in slopes b1 when investors' probability judgments differ are also the same qualitatively as those outlined in the preceding text (i.e., they may "go either way"); but it turns out that when investors' probability judgments are identical, the value of a 36. The equilibrium conditions for the market are derived from those for each investor [given by equations (11)], and the regressions are simply assumed to provide a basis for each investor's probability judgments-i.e., for the input data he uses in these equations.
37. These results hold in Sharpe's model whether or not investors' expectations are homogeneous.
stock will vary directly with its slope coefficient bi (i.e., the "income effect" will always dominate the "risk effect"). 38 In summary, other things being equal, stock values will always vary directly with both the intercept and correlation coefficient-and always inversely with the residual variance (or "standard error of estimate")-of their regression on either an external index of business conditions or the composite market performance of the entire group of stocks composing the market. In either type of regression, however, changes in the slope coefficient will, in general, involve both an "income effect" and a "risk effect" which tend to affect stock values in opposite directions; one effect will necessarily dominate the other only if one introduces further restrictive assumptions in advance. The simplest and most plausible assumption under which slopes and values will necessarily be related inversely is that expected returns are independent of the slope (while risks increase with slope). 3. General Comment. All the analysis in this paper has, of course, assumed that common stocks are risky investments. In particular, all of the results in this section so far have been derived under the assumption that there will be at least some uncertainty in the minds of investors regarding the future outcomes of holding individual stocks, in addition to the uncertainty regarding what "general business" or "the market" will do. In regression language, we have assumed that investors will make portfolio decisions which allow for positive standard errors of estimate; that in our notation, the residual variances Gui2 > 0; that in Sharpe's terminology, the "total risk" on each stock is greater than its "systematic risk. In the hypothetical world of this limiting case, variances do not affect the holding of individual stocks within portfolios (and hence stock values) because systematic risks (due to the stock's dependence on the market or general business index) are completely neutralized, and other risks (residual variances) are set equal to zero. These considerations explain Sharpe's failure to find the essential dependence of individual stock holding and values upon variances, which we demonstrated earlier in this paper. This also explains certain conclusions regarding the possibility of eliminating risks through diversification, to which we turn in the next section. In addition, the (implicitly assumed) absence of residual variances explains the otherwise remarkable conclusion that all "assets which are unaffected by changes in economic activity will return the pure interest rate."'" Clearly, any realistic allowance for the practically inevitable residual uncertainties not systematically and perfectly associated with general business, will require that stocks independent of general business (i.e., those with zero regression slopes on either general business or "the market") must have expected returns greater than the pure (riskless) rate of with general business or "the market") are essential determinants of the relative values of different stocks. Finally, we should note that when investors' act in terms of the same probability distributions, and all consider stocks to be positively but less than perfectly correlated with the market, the price of every stock will be low enough to make its expected return greater than the price interest rate. When judgments differ but regression slopes are still positive, the same conclusion applies to the weighted average expectation of return.44
V. MAXIMAL GAINS FROM DIVERSIFICATION
The best possible diversification is the one which produces the most desirable portfolio. As we saw in Section II, the best possible portfolio is the one which has the highest value of the ratio (called 0) between the expected excess rate of return (above the riskless rate) to the standard deviation of the portfolio return. If the investor is not already in the best possible position, his gains from further diversification-and from further shifts in the internal mix of his holdings-increase directly with his success in raising the 0-ratio of his portfolio as a whole. Contrary to some thinking on the subject, the gains from diversification depend on the relation between expected income and risk, not merely on risk considerations alone.
Given the investor's probability judgments, he will find his best portfoliothe one which maximizes its 0 index-by distributing his funds over the available stocks in the proportions given by the h10 values which solve the simultaneous equations given in (11). Useful insight into the gains possible from diversification in the general situation is provided by considering two particularly simple and extreme limiting cases.
First, suppose that the returns on all stocks were completely independent of general business conditions, the general market or any other "common factor." All covariances between stocks would then be zero and all "systematic risks" would be completely absent. In this situation, the investor could pick his optimal portfolio-and find the mix which would give him the best possible diversification-by simple arithmetic. With covariances all zero, the relative desirability of each stock is indexed by the ratio (XI = Xi/i2) of its expected excess return to the variance of its return.45 The best possible portfolio-and hence the optimal form and degree of diversification-is provided by simply investing in each stock in proportion to the ratio of its index Xi to the sum of the indices (i.e., hi? = X1/I Xi), because under these conditions spreading his funds over the available securities in these proportions will maximize the 0 of 44. As pointed out in Lintner, op. cit. p. 23, if some investors are short of certain stocks, they will hold others long in spite of expected returns less than r* provided the positive correlations are sufficiently strong. Judgmental risk premiums do not have to be positive for individual investors; but they do for all investors in the market taken together-i.e., the weighted average "expectation" found as in Section III above must be positive-since all shares of stock outstanding must be held by the whole group of investors in the market.
45. With no covariances, each equation in (11) reduces to X hi Yi2 = xi, so that the optimal value of each hio = i,/X ay2 where X is a common proportionality factor for all stocks; and we must have X = Mi xi/a12 = Zi Xi since Mi hiO = 1. The result in the next sentence of the text then follows directly. his portfolio. In these circumstances, when the "residual variances" of each stock account for its entire risk, the gains from diversification will be very substantial.46 Now consider the opposite limiting case. Instead of assuming that all of each stock's risks are due to its independence variance, assume rather that all of the variance of each stock is due to its dependence on some common factor (general business, "the market," or anything else). All residual variances (or nonsystematic risks) are then zero, and consequently the returns of all stocks would be perfectly correlated with each other. In this situation, the maximum gain possible from diversification would be precisely zero! In this extreme case, the 0 ratio of any portfolio made up of such stocks would be identical to that of every other possible mixture of such stocks under these conditions. (See Appendix Notes I and II.) Indeed, in this hypothetical world, any investor would do as well as he could by putting all the funds in his risk-investment account into any one stock picked strictly at random regardless of its price or slope-coefficient. The extreme character of this conclusion from any practical point of view merely reflects the extreme unreality of the assumptions on which it is based.
But the very "purity" of the situation just assumed emphasizes with special clarity a general conclusion of great practical importance: To the extent that stocks are (positively) correlated with some common factor (e.g., general business or "the market"), the investor gains nothing from diversification. All of the very real gains which can be obtained in reality by diversifying portfolios come from (a) the fact that some risk assets are negatively correlated with general business and stock market indexes (and with other stocks), and (b) the fact that residual variances are not zero and (positive) correlations with general indexes and other stocks are consequently not perfect. In practice, the second source of gain is much more important within portfolios of common stock than the first.47
Whenever an investor buys some of any stock in the great mass of positively correlated securities, he is buying a composite product made up of the returns and risks of the general index on the one hand, and the independent returns and risks (the residual variances) on the other.48 The fraction of the composite product accounted for by the "index component" will be greater-and the fraction representing the "independent component" will be smaller-the higher the correlation of each stock's returns with the index. All the gains available 47. This is true in general because relatively few stocks have negative correlations with general business and stock market indices (and these few will usually be in relatively limited supply). Negative correlations, however, within limited sub-groups of stocks (such as an oligopolistic industry) may on occasion be of more significance.
48. Sharpe, op. cit., of course recognized this fact, but inadvertently failed to retain the residual or nonsystematic risk in much of his later analysis.
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In summary, apart from negative correlations, all the gains from diversification come from "averaging over" the independent components of the returns and risks of individual stocks. Similarly, again apart from negative correlations, no gains from diversification would ever be possible if independent variations ("residual variances") were absent. Moreover, if such residual uncertainties are present in each stock, no amount or manner of diversification can ever eliminate them. It is thus an error to conclude that "diversification enables the investor to escape all but the risks resulting from swings in economic activity . . . (and that) all other types can be avoided by diversification."50 "All other types" of risks can never be avoided by diversification if they are present to begin with-and if they were absent to begin with, any degree of diversification would be pointless.5' Finally, the first sentence of this section must again be stressed: The object of diversification in any event is not to avoid or even to minimize risk per se, but rather to select the best portfolio-i.e., the portfolio mix with the best combination of risk and expected return. Any investor who is a risk-averter will, of course, necessarily seek to minimize the risks associated with any given expected return; but in choosing among different combinations of expected return and (conditionally minimized) risk he will seek out the portfolio with the highest ratio of expected excess rate of return to standard deviation of (portfolio) return-and this portfolio with the largest 0-ratio will never in reality be the portfolio with the minimum risk.52 The added return available on the optimal portfolio will always more than compensate for the extra risk involved in holding it (as compared with the "min-risk" portfolio). And this optimal portfolio, by definition, is the one offering the best diversification.
VI. SOME EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
The preceding analysis has emphasized the theoretical importance of residual variances in the selection of optimal security portfolios by individual investors, 49. Any given set of judgments or estimates of the regression intercepts slopes and "standard errors of estimate" of each stock being considered upon the general index-together with the expected value and variances of the index-determine the data (the entire set of Xi, YI2 and ai values) to substitute in equations (11) 51. This statement is strictly true in all cases with positive regression slopes, which is surely the relevant group. As a matter of purely theoretical interest, if there were two (or more) stocks which were negatively and perfectly correlated, a mix of any two such stocks can be found which involves zero variance; if the i of the mix exceeds r* it would be bought-but such buying would drive its i = -r*, to zero (i.e., no excess return for no riskbearing). Diversification over these "stocks" would then, once again, be pointless. 52. This follows from the fact that in reality there will always be at least some residual risk on every stock, so that the minimum risk on any portfolio is positive. But at this point of minimum-portfolio risk the slope of the "efficient set" of portfolios is also positive (with risk on the abscissa, as in Figure I ) and infinite-and therefore larger than the slope (0) of the marketopportunity line. The optimal portfolio therefore lies to the right of the "min-risk" point and involves both more expected return and more portfolio risk.
and in the determination of the equilibrium prices of different stocks in purely competitive security markets. The absolute and relative size of residual variances also determines the opportunities which individual investors have to improve their holdings over large numbers of securities. This final section presents some empirical evidence bearing on these and related points. As part of a larger study, the annual rates of return53 which were realized from holding each of 301 large industrials54 in the ten years (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) were regressed on the corresponding rates of return shown by the Standard Poor's 425 industrial stock price index over the same period. The results provide some useful benchmarks on the extent and relative importance of the residual uncertainties involved in individual stocks which might be considered for a portfolio. Suppose an investor had used (and known!) these regressions through the period-and had known at the beginning of each year what the return on the S and P Index would prove to be in the ensuing year. His "standard error of estimate" on every one of these 301 stocks would have still been more than 8.5%o-and the average residual variance was over 8%o-both surely at least twice the average riskfree rate of return over the period. The ex post regression on the S & P index "explained" less than 25% of the total variances on 103 of the 301 stocks (on 32, or over 10% of the group, the RV2's were actually negative!), and on over three-fifths of the stocks it explained less than half the variance. The regression explained more than 75% of the variance on only 34 of the stocks, and on only two of the 301 did it explain 54. The companies included were all those (in the 425 index) for which all the data needed in the broader study were available for all years.
55. The highest in the group was 91.8%. These statements are based on squared correlation coefficients adjusted for degrees of freedom to give unbiased estimates of the variance explained by the annual regression on the index. The raw simple correlation was above .9 on 23 stocks.
56. The principal qualification is that the investor will almost surely have other information beyond historical regression results all of which should be used in forming his judgments of prospective stock performance. Moreover, these ten-year regressions are presented as illustrative; to the extent that he relies on regression results based on such data, the investor should use the (longer or shorter) time period and the set of explanatory variables he feels are most relevant in forming his judgments of the future. Comment: These last two cases are not intended to imply that any stock prices would be zero if all cUi2 were zero; but they were designed to show that in this limiting case the 6 of any investor's portfolio is independent of the allocation of his funds among available stocks, and therefore that in this limiting case stock prices would be indeterminate as asserted. This note deals with the reaction of stock values (indexed by hi* values, as in the text) to changes in the regression slopes bi in Sharpe's model of the capital market specified on pages 28-29 above when all cv,12 > 0 (contrary to his own implicit assumption). Special discussion is not required when investors' probability judgments are not "homogeneous" since the market index is then in some measure external to the investor's own portfolio; I therefore assume here (like Sharpe throughout) that probability distributions are identical.
The essential reason why the value of any stock varies directly with its slope coefficient under these conditions with all cU12 > 0 can be most simply explained in the following way: Consider first the benchmark provided by the limiting case in which residual variances are zero (and correlations perfect). In this case, the systematic risk on each stock equals its total risk, and as shown in Notes I and II above the income and risk effects of changes in the slope bi exactly balance each other. Even when all GU12 > 0, the effects of an increase in slope on expected excess return and on "systematic risk" are, of course, both independent of the residual variances-but it is the relative effects on expected excess incomes and on total risks which are relevant. The relative effect of a change in slope on total risk is smaller, the larger the residual variance (or the lower the correlation of the stock with "the market".) When residual variances are positive, the risk effect of an increase in slope consequently fails to balance the income effect, and the latter dominates.
As an illustration, consider the following simple two-stock portfolio situation. Let K, = a, -r* + bir* so that i = Ki + biR. The right side of equation (24) Then the optimal portfolio from equation (24) is given by h10 = .60 and h20 = .40. If now the bi of the second stock is raised to 1.2, other data the same, the optimal portfolio becomes h1i
.54 and h20 .46. The increase in b2 has raised h20. Correspondingly, suppose b1 is raised to 0.3, but b2 were still 1.0 as in the initial situation, then h1= .75 and h2= .37. The increase in b1 has once again raised h10.
